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W
ith the

advent of the

900 series every

single manu-

facturer seems to be paying

extra attention to the build

quality of their SKUs and

ZOTAC is no stranger to this

trend. After all, we haven’t

noticed any significant differ-

ence when it comes to FPS in

games between all the

SKUs so giving the con-

sumer their money’s worth

has led to some interesting

developments with the build

quality. The GTX 960 AMP!

Edition features a moderate

overclock going by what Max-

well chipsets are capable of

but it still uses just one 6-Pin

power connector. Synthetic

benchmarks didn’t put the

card ahead of the competitors

by any thick margin either

and the operating tempera-

tures turned out to be a tad

higher than all other GTX

960s we’ve seen so far.

This particular SKU has

some element of the chassis

covering the PCB from all sides

and there are two fans for the

cooler, both of which have

blades angled to ensure higher

static pressure. Despite all of

this the peak load temperature

was 75 degrees Celsius which

is a little too much. Overall,

it’s a nice thing to see mid-

range cards getting a lot more

love. Performance wise this

card is in the vicinity of every

other GTX 960 and at a price

of `17,490 it becomes a more

attractive option.

Mithun Mohandas

Specifications
Chipset: GM206; Base clock:

1266 MHz; Memory clock: 1753

MHz; Stream processors: 2048; 

Texture Units: 128; ROPs: 64; 

Manufacturing process: 28

nm, PCIe 3.0, 4096 x 2160 digital

resolution support, 2 GB Memory; 

DirectX support: 12; OpenGL

support: 4.4; Power Connectors:

6Pin; TDP: 120 W; Warranty:

3 years

Contact
Aditya Infotech Ltd

Phone: 120-4555666

Email: sales@adityagroup.com

Website: www.zotac.com
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ZOTAC GTX 960 
AMP! Edition 
An economical hot-head

A
fter having tried the

V-MODA Crossfade 

LP last year, the XS 

was something we 

were looking forward to. 

The XS follows a similar 

angular, transformer-

like, almost industrial 

design language. It also 

adheres to it’s rugged 

pedigree, in fact, this 

time around upping it a 

notch by passing 810G 

military tests.

Traditionally, on-

ears haven’t been a very 

attractive category primarily 

because of comfort being an 

issue. However, off late there 

has been an upsurge in the 

number of on-ear releases. The 

category is so popular in fact, 

that at the time of testing, we 

had with us two of the most 

highly regarded on ear head-

phones in the market today 

– the Harman Kardon CL and 

the B&W P3. We hooked up all 

of them to the trusty old 

Xonar Essence STX and 

what followed next was an 

extended listening fiesta.

With the XS, the first thing

you notice is that the tonal

clarity in the higher end of the

spectrum is brilliant. Highs are

represented quite well, so well

in fact, you’d be quick to dismiss

them as being too sharp. The

funny thing though is that the

sharpness grows on you. Who

can say no to detail right? While

listening to Selkies by Between

The Buried And Me, for

instance, the sparkly sibilance

of the cymbals (in the softer

parts of the song), turned from

annoyance to nuance. There is

a flipside to this though - the

vocals take a beating because

the mids lack body. What of the

bass? As Tuco Salamanca puts

it, it’s “tight tight tight!”.

Now comes the subjective

aspect of audio apprecia-

tion. If you are someone who

appreciates detail you can’t go

wrong with the V-MODA XS.

Personally, I’d rather go with

the more fuller-sounding and

seemingly delicate but slightly

more expensive B&W P3, or the

sweeter and cheaper HK CL.

Siddharth Parwatay

Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz -

30,000 Hz; Impedance: 28.5

Ohms; Cable Type: Kevlar

Reinforced; Plug Type: 3.5 mm 

Gold; Sensitivity: 105 dB @ 1 kHz; 

Weight: 195 g

Contact
Headphonezone

Website: www.headphonezone.in

Phone: +91 7506646988

Email: direct@headphonezone.in
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Price

17,4
90

V-MODA XS 
Razor sharp, in more than just the looks

Price

14,9
90

VR Jedis
Sixense’s virtual reality tech can
turn Oculus Rift users into Jedis
http://dgit.in/OculusJedi

Fastest Chromebook?
Acer revealed its upgraded Chromebook powered
by a Core i5 5200U processor and has claimed
that it’s the fastest ever http://dgit.in/ChroAcer


